Abstract-This paper addresses the simulation of the state of a discrete-time controlled cable-driven parallel robot (CDPR) with nondeformable or elastic cables over a given trajectory. Being given a CDPR, an arbitrary model for the coiling system and for the control strategy, we exhibit a simulation algorithm that allows one to determine, in a guaranteed way, the platform pose and the cable tensions at any time. We show that such a simulation may require a computing accuracy that imposes to use extended arithmetic and that discrete-time control may lead to drastic differences in the cable tensions as compared to usual continuous time simulation. Hence, the proposed simulation tool allows for a better estimation of the positioning accuracy together with safer estimation of the maximum of the cable tensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CABLE-DRIVEN parallel robot (CDPR) uses a set of independent cables that connect the ground to a platform with a coiling mechanism for each cable. The control of the cable lengths enables to control the pose of the platform. Although the study of CDPR has started about 30 years ago [1] , [2] , there is currently a renewal of interest in this field because several new possible applications have emerged, e.g., large-scale maintenance (studied in the European project Cablebot [3] ), rescue robot [4] , [5] , and transfer for elderly people [6] to name a few. These applications are made possible because of the possibly very large workspace of the CDPR, their high lifting ability, and their relative mechanical simplicity. The main difference between the CDPR and the classical parallel robot is the unilateral nature of their actuators that can pull but cannot push. This peculiarity imposes to introduce the statics equations in any CDPR analysis, thereby leading to a higher complexity. Numerous papers have addressed the analysis of key features of CDPR (such as kinematics, workspace, etc.), many of them being still open issues, while control papers have focused on kinematics and cable tensions (see, e.g., [7] - [10] ) or sensor-based control [11] . There This paper has supplementary downloadable material available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TRO. 2017.2664888 has been relatively few works on their simulation [12] , [13] using standard calculation (that may not be satisfactory as presented in this paper), and they focus on continuous simulation without managing uncertainties in the robot model, robot control, and numerical errors. Furthermore, a key element for the simulation of the robot controller, namely its discrete-time nature, is not taken into account with the exception of [14] for a translational three-degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) CDPR with only three nondeformable cables. However, this very particular architecture of the CDPR does not allow for slack cables (except in very specific poses) that will play a crucial role in the general case.
We are interested in a spatial CDPR that allows one to control all the d.o.f.s of the platform, at least in some part of their workspace. Our purpose is to build a complete simulation software allowing one to determine, in a certified way, what will the robot pose and cable tensions at any time when the robot performed a trajectory under almost arbitrary control laws. This tool will take into account discrete-time control, actuator model, and the kinematic/static behavior of the CDPR, but dynamic effects are neglected. Numerical results will be guaranteed although we will see that the simulation calculation may require a high level of numerical accuracy.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations
A fixed reference frame R = O, x, y, z will be used and a mobile frame R m = C, x r , y r , z r is attached to the platform. The actuation scheme is designed so that a cable outputs its winch at a fixed point A, whose coordinates in R are supposed to be known. The other end of the cable is attached to the platform at a point B, whose coordinates in R m are supposed to be known. A pose of the platform may be parameterized by the vector X, whose first three components are the coordinates of C in R, while the last three components are angles that allow us to calculate the rotation matrix between the mobile and reference frames. There are many other ways to represent the pose of the platform, possibly with more than six parameters, but the parameter choice will not affect the theoretical results presented in the next sections although it will affect the implementation of our algorithms.
B. Cable Model
Any analysis of the CDPR requires a model of the cable behavior. In this paper, we will assume that the cables have no mass so that when a cable is under tension, any of its point belongs to the line that goes through A and B. Note that this assumption is reasonable for synthetic cables, even for relatively large robot, while it is not valid for long steel cables whose deformation due to the cable mass cannot be neglected. We will use two different models regarding the behavior of the cables: 1) nondeformable: the length ρ of the cable remains the same whatever is the tension to which it is submitted; 2) linear spring: the cable length is linearly related to its tension. If ρ is the real length of the cable, l 0 its length at rest and τ ≥ 0 the tension in the cable, then we will assume that
where k is the stiffness of the cable. Note that other elastic model may be used as well.
C. Suspended and Fully Constrained Robot
In this paper, we consider a CDPR with a platform whose six d.o.f.s are intended to be controlled. A pose of a CDPR will be denoted suspended if, for all cables under tension, their directions have no downward component. If at least one cable has a downward component, then the robot will be called fully constrained (see Fig. 1 ). In general, to control the six d.o.f.s of the platform, a fully constrained robot requires at least seven cables, while for a suspended robot, only six are needed as gravity acts as a virtual cable.
D. Mechanical Equilibrium
We will assume that the platform motion will be slow enough to neglect dynamic effects both on the platform and on the cables. Friction at point A will also be neglected. If cable i is under tension, then it exerts a force f i on the platform such that
where τ i is the positive tension in the cable. A cable cannot exert a pushing force f i = 0 if the cable is not under tension. Consider a CDPR with n nondeformable cables, and let τ j denote the tension in cable j, while F will be the external wrench applied on the platform with the torques applied around a point C (we will assume that this wrench is only due to the gravity). We define by C the set of cables such that τ j > 0 (and consequently ||A j B j || = ρ j ) and by τ the set of cable tensions for the set of cables C. The mechanical equilibrium condition may then be written as
where J −T is the transpose of the pose-dependent inverse kinematic jacobian matrix of the robot, restricted to the set of cables C. The jth column of J −T is ((A j B j /ρ j CB j × A j B j /ρ j )), i.e., the Plücker vector of the line going through A j B j .
For elastic cables, the mechanical equilibrium condition is
where J −T is restricted to the cables such that ρ j > l 0 j
III. INVERSE AND DIRECT KINEMATICS
A. Inverse Kinematics
The inverse kinematics (IK) problem consists in determining the values of the length at rest of the cables so that the robot reaches a given pose. Being given the pose of the platform, we may determine the coordinates of the B points in the R frame, and as the coordinates of the A points are supposed to be known, we are thus able to calculate the components of the vector AB. For a robot with a nondeformable cable, the length ρ of the cable may be written as
provided that the cable is under tension; otherwise, we must have ρ ≥ ||AB||. Hence, the IK has a unique solution that can be calculated independently for all cables. For a CDPR with elastic cables solving the IK amounts to finding the l 0 s. The relation ρ = ||AB|| holds only if the cable is under tension, i.e., if ρ ≥ l 0 , but the knowledge of the vector AB is not sufficient to determine l 0 , as the mechanical equilibrium constraints (4) have to be satisfied. Hence, for a robot with n cables, we have n unknown control variables and six linear constraint equations (4) . Consequently, if we have six cables under tension, we are able to compute the unique cable tensions τ and l 0 is obtained as l 0 = ρ − τ /k, provided that all elements of τ are positive. If n > 6 cables are under tension, then the mechanical equilibrium constraints constitute an underconstrained linear system, which may admit an infinite set of solution in τ . Assuming that this set includes positive solutions, we may choose a tension distribution scheme that satisfies an optimality condition for determining positive τ , from which we will deduce l 0 = ρ − τ /k.
B. Direct Kinematics
For the direct kinematics (DK) problem, we have to determine the pose of the platform being given the lengths at rest of the n cables that are under tension. For robots with nondeformable cables and n < 6, the system of constraints ρ = ||AB|| has less equations than unknowns, but the mechanical equilibrium equations (3) may be used to get a square system. Full solving of this system (i.e., finding all solutions) is still an open issue, although progress has been made recently [15] - [19] . If n = 6, we may use efficient algorithms that are available for solving the DK of parallel robots with rigid legs and then calculate the τ by solving (3), retaining only the solutions that lead to positive τ . If n > 6, the system ρ = ||AB|| constitutes an overconstrained nonlinear system that usually has no solution and the CDPR is in a pose where at most six cables are under tension unless the pose is not suspended. However, in that situation, n − 6 cables will be tension controlled, and the pose may be determined by solving the DK for the remaining six cables.
Regarding the DK for robots with n elastic cables under tension, we have a system of 6 + n equations (1), (5), (4) with 6 + n unknowns (the six pose parameters and the n ρs). Hence, whatever n is, we get a square system, which will admit a finite number of solution(s).
A DK solution may be stable or unstable in a given pose X, i.e., a small perturbation in the external wrench leads to a pose that remains in the neighborhood of X or not [19] , [20] . Also note that, for the DK, we cannot make an assumption on which cables are under tension or slack, and hence, a proper solving requires considering all possible different combinations of cables under tension in order to determine all possible DK solutions.
IV. REDUNDANCY
A CDPR is called redundant if it has more cables than the strict minimum to control the d.o.f. of the platform. A clear interest of this redundancy is that additional cables, if appropriately located, may considerably increase the size of the workspace. But it is also claimed that redundancy allows one to modify the tensions in the cables without changing the pose of the platform. Hence, several papers describe algorithms to calculate a tension distribution that satisfy some optimality condition [21] - [30] .
However, the tension distribution scheme has to be manipulated carefully. Clearly, (3) or (4) constitutes a linear system that has an infinite number of solutions as soon as the number of cables is greater than 6. The problem, however, is more related to control: being given the pose of the platform (that has to remain fixed), can we adjust the tension in the cables at will? The answer to this question depends on the type of the CDPR and on the cable model. 1) If the pose is suspended and the cables are not deformable, then the CDPR will always have at most six cables under tension at the same time, and the cable tensions cannot be controlled: Indeed, a cable is a single-input/singleoutput system, where either its length or its tension may be adjusted but not both. As the IK of a CDPR with a nondeformable cable has a unique solution, all the cable lengths have to be controlled so that the platform stays in the same pose. But even with a highly accurate length control, we cannot expect that the cable lengths are all exactly the one required by the pose. Consequently, the CDPR will move in pose that satisfies the mechanical equilibrium such that m ≤ 6 cables are under tension, while the remaining one will be such that ρ > ||AB||, i.e., they will be slack. 2) If the pose is fully constrained and the cables are not deformable, then a tension distribution scheme may be applied: for keeping the platform at the desired pose, six cables must be length controlled, while the remaining one may be force controlled. 3) If the cables are elastic, then a tension distribution scheme may be applied whether the robot is suspended or not. Indeed, the IK is a system of 6 + n equations in the 2n variables l 0 , ρ. If n > 6, then we have an underconstrained system that may have an infinite number of solutions allowing possibly for a tension distribution scheme satisfying an optimality condition. However, it must be mentioned that, here, n is the number of cables under tension: if during an uncontrolled motion, we have ||AB|| < l 0 for one or several cables, then these cables will become slack and have not to be taken into account in the equations for calculating the pose of the CDPR.
V. CABLE CONFIGURATION
As seen in the previous sections, the status of the platform is heavily dependent upon the set of cables that are under tension. We will call a cable configuration (CC) for a given pose the set of cable numbers that are under tension at this pose and a CC with n cables under tension will be called an n-cable configuration.
The importance of configuration changes has been illustrated during an experiment with our six-cable suspended CDPR MARIONET-CRANE [5] (see Fig. 2 ). This robot is a very large scale manipulator, designed to be used as a lifting crane during an emergency (earthquake and road accidents), that has been deployed over a 55 m× 35 m × 20 m workspace, can lift up to 2.5 tons, and it is designed to be portable by a team of rescuers. The task assigned to this robot was to move a mannequin along a horizontal trajectory, with the mannequin being in horizontally seated pose (top-left image). During the motion, although the cable lengths were calculated to keep the mannequin posture, two cables have suddenly become slack, which has led the platform to an unstable pose (top right image) and then to a stable pose with a ground-looking posture of the mannequin (bottom image) that was not on the planned trajectory. This phenomenon may be explained theoretically: a trajectory in the joint space may be mapped to several kinematic branches in the operational space, which correspond to the different solutions of the DK, which in the special case of the CDPR may possibly have different CCs that are stable or not and are presenting different characteristics (i.e., different cable tensions). If two (or more) kinematic branches cross, then the DK system becomes singular and the platform may move along any of the crossing branches, while measuring only the cable lengths does not enable to determine on which branch is lying the platform.
In our example, the CDPR was moving initially on a given kinematics branch K 1 with six cables under tension. At some pose, it has crossed another branch K 2 (therefore at a singularity of the DK equations system), in which only four cables were under tension and the platform moves along K 2 , but the pose on this branch was unstable. The small perturbation induced by the motion was sufficient to let the platform join another kinematics branch K 3 with six cables under tension in a pose, which was different from the pose that will have been obtained on K 1 with the same cable lengths. This illustrates that configuration changes are extremely important because they induce large positioning differences in the pose and possibly drastic variations of the cable tensions. Note that we have numerically checked that the singularity at the cross of the branches was not a singularity of the static equations, i.e., it differs from the singularity of parallel robot with rigid legs.
VI. CDPR SIMULATION
Our aim is to be able to simulate completely the behavior of a CDPR when it moves along a given trajectory. For that purpose, the CDPR and its control hardware/software have to be considered as a system that is constituted of various elements. 1) Actuation model: This model takes as input a control variable X m for the motor (e.g., the voltage to which it is submitted) and has an output X v which characterize the motor motion (e.g., its velocity) and then the resulting cable length. Our simulation allows for an arbitrary actuation model with the only assumption that it allows one to determine analytically the cable lengths at any time over a given time interval, being given the status of the CDPR at the start time. is obtained. At some point, the upper loop may consider that the trajectory has been satisfactory performed and will stop the CDPR. In our simulation tool, we may use any arbitrary actuation model and inner and upper control loops. For being able to run the simulation, we need to assume that: 1) a nominal trajectory of the platform has been defined; 2) at the start point of the trajectory, the pose and velocity of the platform are perfectly known together with the velocities of the cables and the CC of the robot. Our aim is to be able to calculate exactly (meaning here with with an arbitrary numerical accuracy) the pose and cable tensions of the robot at any time during the trajectory. For the sake of simplicity, we will display in the examples these values at time kΔt h , but any other time increment may have been chosen.
VII. POSE PARAMETERIZATION AND CONSTRAINTS
For reasons that will be explained later on, we will not use the minimal representation of the pose with six parameters. To parameterize the pose of a nonplanar platform of a robot with m cables, we will use the coordinates in R of four noncoplanar B i points, called the principal points of the platform, and we will denote these points by B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 . At a given pose if the coordinates of the principal points are known, then the coordinates of the points B 5 , . . . , B m may be obtained as
where l i and n i are constants that can be determined beforehand. This parameterization with 12 parameters (the coordinates of the principal points) will be called the four-point parameterization and allows us to calculate the matrix J −T . If the platform is planar, we will use only three principal points, while the coordinates of the points B that are not principal may be determined in the same way.
The four-point parameterization is redundant, but its parameters are submitted to six constraints that express that the distances between any pair of principal points are known:
where d ij is the known distance between the points B i and B j .
VIII. DETERMINING CABLE CONFIGURATIONS
As mentioned earlier, the CC plays a crucial role for finding both the pose and cable tensions of the robot. Therefore, as we start from a known pose and CC, the first issue we have to address is to determine if a CC change may occur on the trajectory. As the equations governing the CDPR are dependent upon the cable model, we will investigate this issue for our two cable models.
We will call dominant cables at one pose the cables that are under tension at this pose (consequently, a CC is the list of dominant cables). In the following sections, we present how the CC can be determined according to the number of cables under tension, the cable model, and the initial CC.
IX. SIX-CABLE CONFIGURATION: NONDEFORMABLE CABLES
The lengths of the dominant cables must verify the nonlinear equations
while for the nondominant cables, we should have
In summary for a CC with n cables under tension (here n = 6), the DK has 12 + n unknowns (the 12 coordinates of the principal point and the n tensions) and 12 + n constraints [six equations (6) , n equations (7), and six statics equations (3)]. Such a system may have multiple solutions, but conditions (8) have to be checked for the nondominant cables.
Assume that, at time t, the robot is in a known six-cable configuration C i and in a fully known state (pose X 0 , cables length and tension, motor, and cable velocities). We consider the time interval T = [t, t + Δt], where Δt < Δt h is a small time increment whose calculation will be presented later on. During this time interval, the cable lengths will change because of the control, which implies that, to get the CDPR state at a given time in the time interval, we have to solve a specific DK system. Hence, we may define a family of DK systems (6), (7), where ρ is a function of time over the time interval, while we know the solution X 0 of the DK system at time t. Our objective is to determine if the geometrical constraints (6), (7) induced by the CC C i will hold at any time in T for the current pose of the platform, or, in other words, that there will be no CC change in this time interval.
Our problem is twofold: first, we have to determine what may be the current platform pose in the time interval T under the assumption that the CC does not change and then determine if there is a time t c in T , where a CC change occurs.
A. Finding the Platform Pose Over a Time Interval
In this section, we assume that the CC does not change over the time interval T . The implicit function theorem allows one to state that there will be a time interval [t, t + ], for which the DK system obtained for any time in this interval has a unique solution in the vicinity of X 0 , provided that the jacobian of the system is regular at X. But this theorem does not provide neither a value for nor a mean to calculate safely the solution for any time in the interval. Instead, we will, therefore, use the Kantorovitch theorem [31] . 1 We will first state this theorem for a given square system of M equations G(U) = 0, where U is the M -dimensional vector of unknowns and G a set of M equations and will present later on how it can be adapted to 1 see also www-sop.inria.fr/hephaistos/logiciels/ALIAS/ the problem at hand. Note that we use the L ∞ norm (i.e., the maximum of the absolute value of the components of vectors and matrices) in all this section. First, we calculate the Jacobian matrix of the system for a fixed value U 0 of U and assume that it has an inverse Γ 0 , whose norm will be denoted A 0 . We then calculate G(U 0 ) and the product Γ 0 G(U 0 ), whose norm will be denoted B 0 . We then consider a ball B centered at U 0 , whose radius is B 0 /2. The Hessian matrix H of the system is calculated, and we assume that there is constant C 0 such that for all U 1 in B, we have ||H(U 1 )|| ≤ C 0 . The theorem states that if 2MA 0 B 0 C 0 ≤ 1, then:
1) there is a single solution of G(U) = 0 in the ball B; 2) the Newton-Raphson scheme applied with as initial guess U 0 will converge to this solution. In our case, however, we have not a single equation system but a family H of systems as (7) is a function of ρ, which is time dependent. But if we can show that the theorem holds for any system in H, then we will be sure that (7) has always a single solution for any time in the time range. For that purpose, we will use interval arithmetic and interval analysis, that are briefly presented in the Appendix, whose utility is here to provide a range, possibly overestimated, for the value of a function whose unknowns may have any value within given ranges, the range for the function being guaranteed to include all function value that may be obtained for any specific values of the unknowns within their allowed range. As we have a time value that is defined as a range, we may, therefore, apply interval arithmetic on the analytic function of the actuation model that gives the cable lengths as function of time, thereby allowing to get a range [ρ m , ρ M ] that includes all the possible values of ρ during the time interval. We note that the Jacobian matrix J r of the DK system (6), (7) is pose dependent but not time dependent. Therefore, at X 0 , J r , a constant matrix, will be assumed regular (later on, a check on its regularity will be introduced). Hence, J r has an inverse Γ 0 at X 0 , whose norm is A s 0 . As for the equation values at X 0 , we have the following. 1) Equations in (6) have values that are very close to 0, as X 0 is supposed to be a solution of the system for time t but maybe only an approximate solution. Interval arithmetic allows one to compute safe interval values that are guaranteed to include the real values of these equations at X 0 . 2) Equations in (7) have interval values because of the interval value of ρ. These interval values may also be safely calculated using interval arithmetic. The interval values of the DK equations at X 0 are summed up in an interval vector F i , and interval arithmetic is used to calculate the interval vector V = Γ 0 F i , whose norm can be computed as an interval [V , V ] so that the constant B 0 of the Kantorovitch theorem is such that B 0 ≤ V whatever is the equation system selected in the family H. Hence, B s 0 = V may be safely used in place of B 0 in this theorem.
As for the Hessian matrix, we note that (6) and (7) are all quadratic, which implies that the Hessian is a constant matrix whose norm C s 0 can be precomputed. Note that the constant value of the Hessian norm is the result of the choice of the four-point parameterization for the pose parameters. Another representation of the pose (e.g., one involving rotation angles) may lead to an Hessian matrix involving the unknowns, in which case the calculation of the norm of the Hessian over the ball will have required to use interval arithmetic to estimate an upper bound for the norm, possibly with an overestimation, thereby decreasing the size of the convergence ball: this motivates the choice of the four-point representations.
Using given Δt, we just decrease the value of Δt incrementally until the condition holds. The only case where the condition may not hold is when X is such that the Jacobian matrix is close to a singularity because, in spite of the decrease of B s 0 , the norm of the product Γ 0 F i will still remain very large. The point that the Kantorovitch theorem does not hold even for a very small Δt will constitute a singularity check that will cause our algorithm to stop as we are not able to determine the status of the CDPR at time t + Δt, leading to a failure of the algorithm. Hence, we will assume that the DK equations at time t are not singular at the pose X 0 .
B. Checking the Cable Configuration
Assume now that the condition 2MA Note that we cannot have S j > ρ j M , as at X 0 , we have ||A j B j (X 0 )|| < ρ j . We will call uncertain nondominant cable a cable, for which case 2 or 3 holds, and we will investigate this concept, as in both cases, we may have the possibility that a nondominant cable becomes dominant (or vice versa), i.e., that a CC change may occur.
1) Uncertain Nondominant Cable and Nondominant Times:
We use the word uncertain because we cannot ascertain that the cable will remain nondominant over the time interval. But, first, we have to note that a cable may be uncertain nondominant only because of the following.
1) the overestimation of interval arithmetic that is used to calculate S j and ρ j m ; 2) instead of comparing S j to ρ j at the same time, we are comparing their interval values over the time interval. Now, let us assume that there is indeed time(s) in the time interval such that we have ||A j B j || > ρ j . As ||A j B j || is a continuous function and we have ||A j B j || < ρ j at time t, then having ||A j B j || > ρ j at some time may in the time range may occur only if there is a time t 2 in the time range for which ||A j B j || = ρ j : such a time will be called a nondominant time.
To determine if such a t 2 exist, we will consider for each nondominant cable j the system H j m obtained by using the explicit formulation ρ(t) for the ρ in (6) and (7), to which we add the constraint ||A j B j || = ρ j . We have, therefore, added the time as an unknown in H j m , but as we have also added one constraint, H j m is still a square system of equations. Our problem is now to determine if there is a time t 2 within the time interval that may be solution of H j m , being understood that we have to determine all solutions of this system. Note, however, that we are looking only for solutions such that the unknowns lie within known intervals: hence, interval analysis is appropriate for this solving and is guaranteed to provide all solutions.
If there is no solution, then we have asserted that the cable will stay nondominant over the time range. On the other hand, if values for the nondominant time t 2 are found, then they may correspond to time at which a configuration change may occur. The calculation of all nondominant times has to be done for all uncertain nondominant cable, and these times are collected in a set called the set of nondominant times. Note that the existence of nondominant times does not imply that will be effectively a configuration change at this time: indeed, it may happen that ||A j B j || < ρ j before this time, ||A j B j || = ρ j at time t 2 , and then again ||A j B j || < ρ j right after t 2 . We will address this issue in Section IX-C.
2) Status of Dominant Cables and Summary of Geometrical Feasibility:
We should deal now with the case where a dominant cable may become nondominant. But, in that case, the geometrical constraint cannot be used to check the cable status, as only the cancellation of the cable tension will indicate a possible change of the cable status. Hence, we will manage that case in the mechanical equilibrium in Section IX-C.
In summary from a geometrical point of view, the CC C i over a time interval may be: 1) geometrically feasible if 2MA In that case, we decrease Δt until we get Q ≤ 1 unless we determine that we are close to a singularity and the simulation is stopped; 3) geometrically nondominant uncertain if 2lA 0 B 0 C 0 ≤ 1 and we have uncertain nondominant cable(s). We then compute the set of nondominant times. If this set is empty, then C i becomes geometrically feasible.
However, C i being geometrically feasible does not mean that this feasibility may be maintained over the time interval as we have to ensure that the mechanical equilibrium may be maintained with positive tensions in the dominant cables.
C. Mechanical Equilibrium for Six-Cable Configuration
Let us assume that C i is geometrically feasible over a given time interval, which implies that we have interval values for the coordinates of the B i that allow us to calculate an interval matrix J
−T i
for the matrix J −T . We are now interested in the solution in τ of the linear interval system F = J −T i τ . The interval Gauss elimination method [35] can be used to determine ranges for τ that are guaranteed to include all solutions of
For any interval method, there may be an overestimation of the intervals for τ , but there are means to decrease this overestimation (preconditioning, taking into account the particular structure of a CDPR jacobian matrix, etc.) that we will not report here because of lack of space. The interval Gauss elimination method also requires that the interval values of the pivot do not include 0; otherwise, the method cannot provide the interval values for τ . But, here again, a decrease of Δt will lower the overestimation and allows us to get rid of the 0 pivot problem as we know a solution at time t.
Like for the geometrical equations, we may confer a status to the configuration C i from the statics viewpoint.
1) C i is statically feasible if the interval solutions of F = J −T τ have all positive lower bound. In that case, at any time in the time range, the tension in the dominant cables will all be positive. 2) C i is statically uncertain if the Gauss elimination scheme cannot determine the solution or if there is an interval solution of F = J −T τ that has a negative lower bound and a positive upper bound. Cable(s) with such characteristics will be called statically uncertain. Note that the upper bound cannot be negative as we have a positive solution at time t. If C i is statically uncertain, we may first decrease Δt that will allow us to decrease the range A for the pose parameters and, consequently, the ranges for J −T i . However, we may proceed as for the geometrical equations by looking at a time t 2 such that a dominant cable j may have a tension τ j that is exactly equal to 0 or, in other words, that it may become nondominant.
To determine if the dominant cable j may have τ j = 0 at time t 2 , we have to consider the 12 equations in (6) and (7), where the ρ values are substituted by their time functions and the six mechanical equations (3) with as unknowns the 12 pose parameters, the five dominant cable tensions, and the time. Hence, we get a square system, where again we are interested only in all solutions within bounded regions for the unknowns. This system may be solved exactly using interval analysis. If a solution is found, it is necessary to check that, at this solution, ||A k B k || < ρ k for all the nondominant cables of C i . This procedure is repeated for all statically uncertain cables of C i , and the eventual solutions are collected in a set called static times. However, checking the tension is not sufficient: indeed, the tension of the dominant cable j may decrease until it reaches 0 at time t 2 but may increase after this time.
If we sum up the two previous sections, a six-cable configuration C i may be geometrically feasible, statically feasible, or uncertain (geometrically or statically). If C i is uncertain, we have identified sets of times at which a configuration change may occur: nondominant times for the nondominant cables and static times for the dominant one. These tools will be used in Section XII for determining the configuration changes.
We will now extend the feasibility and uncertain concept to the CC with less than six cables.
X. (n < 6)-CABLE CONFIGURATION: NONDEFORMABLE CABLES
It may occur that the robot is in an n-cable configuration of the robot with n < 6. In that case, the system of geometrical equations of the DK is no more square, but including the statics equations will always lead to a square system. 1) For n = 4, 5, we use the four-point parameterization, selecting as B points the one with cables under tension. We have thus 12 + n unknowns (the 12 coordinates of the B and the n cable tensions) and 12 + n equations (6) from (3), six from (6), and n from (7). 2) For n = 3, we use the three-point parameterization. We have thus 12 unknowns [the nine coordinates of the B and the three cable tensions) and 12 equations (6) from (3), three from (6), and three from (7)]. 3) For n = 2, the platform moves in the vertical plane that goes through the two A points, and hence, we need only three parameters for the pose and we have two unknowns tensions. The mechanical equilibrium leads to three equations and (7) to two constraints. 4) For n = 1, the center of mass and the A point lie on the same vertical line. The only unknown is the altitude of the center of mass given by ρ + ||AG||, as the tension in the cable should be equal to the weight of the platform. Hence, we end up with a family of time-dependent DK systems that may be written as F(X, τ s , ρ) = 0. The Kantorovitch theorem will be used to determine if any system obtained for a given time in the time interval has a single solution in the vicinity of X 0 . However, as we have introduced the mechanical equilibrium equations in the system, we need to reconsider the matrices and vectors that play a role in the Kantorovitch theorem. As the Jacobian is computed at X 0 , it is still a constant matrix, but the part of the Hessian due to the mechanical equilibrium is no more a constant matrix as it depends upon the ρ. However, interval arithmetic may still be used to determine an upper bound for the Hessian norm. Provided that the Kantorovitch condition holds, we get a ball that includes the single solution of the system at any time. The difference with the six-cable configuration is that this ball defines not only a limit on the B but also a limit on the τ . Using the same technique than for the six-cable configuration, we may determine if the configuration is geometrically feasible or geometrically uncertain. In the latter case, we use the same method than for the six-cable configuration to get a set of nondominant times at which a configuration change may occur because a nondominant cable may become dominant. We may also determine if the configuration is statically feasible or uncertain by looking at the lower bounds for τ : if one of the lower bound is negative, we have a statically uncertain configuration. In that case, we use the same method as for the six-cable configuration to calculate a set of static times.
To summarize the two previous sections, we have shown that for nondeformable cables, we are able to determine that on a time interval [t, t + Δt], there are two possibilities for the CC C i : 1) configuration C i will be maintained all over the time interval; 2) a CC change may possibly occur on the time interval, and we have calculated a set of switching times at which this change may occur. Configuration change is only a possibility at this time, as we have not yet determined what will happen for the CC right after a switching time. We will explain in Section XII how to determine if a real CC change will occur, but as the procedure will be the same for nondeformable and elastic cables, we will now investigate the feasibility of a CC over a time interval for elastic cables.
XI. CABLE CONFIGURATION: ELASTIC CABLES
We consider a CDPR with m elastic cables, numbered from 1 to m. As seen in Section III, the direct kinematic involves, in that case, both the geometrical equations and the statics equations and always leads to a square system.
and the mechanical equilibrium condition has been presented in (4) . As for the nondeformable cables, we will use the four-point representation. If we have n cables under tension with known l 0 , the equation system (4), (6) , and (9) has 12 + n equations and 12 + n unknowns (the 12 components of X and the n ρ). Over a given time range [t, t + Δt], (4), (6) , and (9) are a family of systems as l 0 have an interval value provided by the actuation model. Applying the same method than for nondeformable cables on this family, we may obtain the time and pose at which a CC change may occur. Now that we have characterized the behavior of a CDPR over a time range, we will examine in the next section if a configuration change will indeed occur in a given time range by using a procedure that may be used both for nondeformable and elastic cables.
XII. FINDING CONFIGURATION CHANGES
As seen in the previous sections, a CC C i may be geometrically feasible, geometrically uncertain, statically feasible, or statically uncertain over a given time range. If C i is both geometrically feasible and statically feasible, then no CC change is possible in the time interval. Now, assume that C i is geometrically or statically uncertain or both. This implies that we have determined a set of nondominant times or/and a set of static times. We will collect all these times in a global set G that will be ordered according to ascending time. We will denote by t n g the nth time element in the set G. Note that a new CC C t n g together with a pose X n 2 is attached to each time t n g in this set. We will consider the time in G in sequence, starting with time t is not singular, and therefore, the CDPR may only move toward one of these CCs. In other words, only one of the CCs C i , C t 1 g may be geometrically and statically feasible right after t 1 g . Hence, we will test the feasibility of both CCs over a time interval starting at t 1 g using the same methods as proposed in the previous sections. We will consider a time interval t 1 g + δT , where δT has a "small" value and use the Kantorovitch theorem to determine if, for any time in the time interval, the DK system has a single solution in the vicinity of X 1 2 , being understood that we consider independently the DK system for the CCs C i and C t 1 g . But the DK system that we will consider, whether the cables are nondeformable or elastic, will include both the geometrical equations and the statics equations leading to a DK system that is always square whatever is the number of cables under tension. As usual, we will start with an arbitrary small ΔT and decrease it if necessary until the Kantorovitch conditions are fulfilled. We will then determine the set of nondominant times and the set of statics times, which we will combine in an increasing time union U that should include t Now that we are able to determine CC change in a given time interval, we may address the problem of trajectory simulation.
XIII. TRAJECTORY SIMULATION
As mentioned previously, we assume that at the start of the trajectory (time = 0), the CDPR system is in a fully known state including the CC C i . Our purpose is to be able to determine the full state of the CDPR (pose, CC, cable tensions, etc.) at any time during the trajectory. However, for the sake of simplicity, we will just record the state of the robot at particular times that are multiple of Δt i , the sampling time of the inner discrete-time control loop for the motor, except if a CC change occurs at time t s within a specific time interval [jΔt i , (j + 1)Δt i ], where j is an integer, in which case the state at time t s will also be recorded. Remember, however, that we are able to calculate the state of the CDPR at any time if needed.
At time t = 0, the upper loop calculates a desired value X d v for X v of each actuation system, and this value is sent to the inner loop. We then use the methods described in Sections VIII-XII to determine the robot behavior in the time range [0, Δt], where Δt is automatically determined by our algorithms so that there is no CC change in [0, Δt] or that a CC change occurs exactly at Δt (in which case the new CC has been determined using the method described in Section XII). If Δt is larger than Δt i , then Δt is set to this later value. The CDPR state at time Δt is calculated and t 1 = Δt is the new time starting point of the time interval of our algorithms. We repeat this procedure until t 1 is equal to jΔt i or if there is a CC change at t 1 , and we record the CDPR state at this time. If t 1 = kΔt h , the upper loop calculates a desired value X d v for the X v that is sent to the inner loop at time(k + 1)Δt h . At some time, the upper control loop will estimate that the CDPR is close enough to the goal pose and will set X v to 0 for halting the robot. We will stop the simulation as soon as the motion between two upper loop sampling time is small, and the measured X v is 0.
XIV. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed simulation algorithm has been implemented for an arbitrary number of cables and for both cable models. Implementation has to provide interval arithmetic evaluation, and for that purpose, we use the C++ BIAS/PROFIL interval arithmetic package [32] , while for the interval analysis components, we will use our library ALIAS [33] . This library is constituted of two components: 1) the ALIAS C++ library that includes numerical implementation of Kantorovitch theorem, Newton-Raphson scheme, linear algebra, and system solving with interval analysis; 2) the ALIAS Maple library. All the equations that are involved in our numerical algorithms are written as Maple equations, and the role of this library is to automatically produce most of the C++ codes, which is used for the numerical interval evaluation of the expressions. To guarantee the trajectory simulation, all critical elements of our algorithms are based on interval arithmetic. For example, the calculation of A 0 of the Kantorovitch theorem, which is the norm of the inverse of a given matrix, uses an interval arithmetic implementation for the calculation of the inverse, that provided an interval inverse, i.e., a set of matrices that is guaranteed to include the real inverse. The norm calculation is based on the norm of the interval inverse that has an interval value, and the upper bound of this interval is used as value for A 0 .
A problem has appeared in our tests (that will be presented in the next section): the standard floating point accuracy of our computers may not be sufficient to guarantee the result of the simulation. Indeed, the following problems may occur. 1) Although the Kantorovitch theorem conditions are fulfilled so that we are sure that the system at hand has a single solution, the floating point implementation of the Newton-Raphson scheme cannot find the solution with a sufficient accuracy and oscillates around this solution. 2) The time between two successive CC changes is so small that the floating point accuracy is not sufficient to determine the switching time. Note that missing a CC change is critical in our algorithm and will lead to an incorrect trajectory simulation (on the other hand, small errors on the pose and cable tensions at a given time are not critical, as they are used only as initial guess for the next time step). Fortunately, the occurrence of such problems may be detected by the numerical algorithm. For the first problem, oscillations in the Newton-Raphson scheme are easy to detect, while for the second one, we will observe that the Kantorovitch conditions do not hold even if the variables for the unknowns are reduced to point intervals (i.e., there is no floating point number between the upper and lower bounds of the interval or they are exactly identical). This is where the ALIAS maple library plays a major role as it includes both the Newton-Raphson scheme that is able to compute the solution with an arbitrary accuracy and a version of the Kantorovitch theorem, both of which fully use the multiple precision feature of Maple. Using these elements, we have been able to implement a Maple multiprecision duplicate of our algorithms that is evidently much slower than the numerical version but is able to manage the problematic part of the trajectory. As soon as a problem is detected by the numerical algorithm, a Maple session is created and the Maple duplicate is run until the Maple calculation shows that floating point accuracy will be sufficient to go on, in which case the Maple duplicate sends its latest data to the numerical calculation. However, this makes the algorithm, which is already quite complex, even more difficult to implement. Note also that the necessity of using multiple precision to get guaranteed result prohibits the use of standard numerical packages. As for the computation time, guaranteed results have a cost, and the simulation of a complex trajectory may require several hours.
XV. EXAMPLES: CASE STUDY
In this section, we will illustrate our algorithms on a specific robot, and both deformable and elastic cable models have been used.
A. Test Robot and Trajectory
We use as test CDPR the large-scale robot developed by LIRMM and Tecnalia as part of the ANR project Cogiro [34] , which is a CDPR with eight cables whose A i coordinates are given in Table I .
We use as test trajectory for this CDPR a circle centered roughly at the middle of the workspace (0,0,2) with a radius of 1 m, while the platform has a constant orientation. The trajectory has to be performed in 20 s. The mass of the platform is supposed to be 1/9.81 kg. Note that the size of this CDPR and the steel cables makes the assumption of nondeformable/elastic cable not realistic. However, we have chosen these examples because the MARIONET-CRANE and COGIRO CDPR have allowed us to get experimental data regarding configuration changes and cable tensions. Furthermore, other simulations with a smaller robot such as MARIONET-ASSIST, whose cable mass is neglectible, have shown similar results that cannot be reported here for lack of space.
B. Actuation Model
We assume that the actuation model is a first order in the coiling velocity V so that V = V c + (V 0 − V c )e −t/t a , where V c is the desired velocity, V 0 the coiling velocity at time t = 0, and t a a constant that is motor dependent (here we set t a to 0.1 s). Hence, if ρ 1 and V 1 are the cable length and the coiling velocity at time t 1 , respectively, the amount of cable length change Δρ at time t 1 + Δt is
Provided that the cable length and the velocity of the actuation are known at time t = 0, this formula allow us to calculate an interval evaluation of the cable length over any time interval.
Note that a limit of 0.5 m/s is imposed on the cable velocity. We also assume that the asymptotic coiling velocity V when the motor is submitted to a constant voltage U is directly proportional to U :
where we assume k m = 1 in our simulation. The voltage U is limited so that the coiling velocity cannot exceed its limit.
C. Upper and Inner Control Loops
The upper control loop has a sampling time of Δt h (5 ms in our simulation). It gets the values of the cable lengths ρ m for nondeformable cables or their lengths at rest l 
XVI. EXAMPLE: NONDEFORMABLE CABLES
A. Trajectory Feasibility and Starting Pose
A trajectory is said to be feasible if it can be fully followed with the CDPR in a given CC, assuming a perfect control. When feasibility can be determined, it gives an indication if CC change(s) may occur on the trajectory. We will show now that feasibility can be determined for the test trajectory for sixcable configurations. This trajectory can be easily parameterized with respect to time t (assumed here to lie in the range [0, 20] ) as x = sin(πt/10), y = cos(πt/10), the other pose parameters being constant. When looking at a particular six-cable configurations, the mechanical equilibrium condition (3) may be analytically inverted to obtain all the six τ i s as a function of time. We will consider each possible six-cable configurations, and as a CC change may occur only at a time where a τ i is equal to 0, we will use interval analysis to determine all time lying in the range [0, 20] such that τ i (t) = 0 for the current CC, this being done in sequence for all six cables of the CC. The solving leads to h time solutions, to which we add 0 and 20, that are then ordered in increasing order {t 1 = 0, t 2 , t 3 , . . . , t h+1 , t h+2 = 20}. At any time in the range ]t j , t j +1 [ (i.e., when the platform moves on an arc of circle), either one (or more) of the τ i is negative or all τ i are positive. Hence, it is sufficient to compute all the τ i at time (t j + t j +1 )/2 to determine if the current CC has only positive τ in the time interval. If not, then the current CC cannot be used to completely follow the trajectory.
The result of the calculation for the test trajectory has shown that it is not feasible and, consequently, that CC changes will occur on it. Furthermore, for a specific pose on the trajectory, there are always several valid six-cable configurations. The result is presented in Fig. 3 , in which the radius of the trajectory has been amplified in order to show on which part of the trajectory, the various six-cable configurations are valid. As our algorithms require a starting point with a known CC, we have chosen to start the trajectory at the pose (1, 0, 2) with the CC 345678 with initial 0 velocities for all cable motors. In order to ensure that we start the platform motion in this CC, we have fixed the lengths of cables 1 and 2 to their nominal values for the start pose plus 5 cm, so that they are indeed slack and we have then run our simulation algorithms.
B. Results
Our algorithm has indeed confirmed that several configuration changes were occurring during the trajectory. Fig. 4 shows the cables tensions during the first 0.2 s of the trajectory. Theoretically, the CC 345678 may be maintained during this time interval, but it may be seen that all tensions exhibit large changes even over this short time period. These important changes are illustrated in Fig. 5 , which shows the tension of cable 1 during the time period [0, 0.2], in which this cable constantly switches between slack and under tension state. A short time history of the configuration changes is presented in Table II . On this particular trajectory, the CDPR only switches between six-cable configurations, still leading to major changes in the cable tensions. Other trajectory tests have shown that the CC with less than six cables under tension may be possible. 
XVII. EXAMPLE: ELASTIC CABLES
In this example, we use the same actuation model and control loops than for nondeformable cables. The cable stiffness k is set to 1000 N/m (which correspond roughly to the stiffness of nylon). As we have eight elastic cables, the robot is redundant, and we have to use a tension distribution scheme: in this example, a set of cable tensions will be optimal if it minimizes τ 2 i for all dominant cables. In that case, it is possible to analytically determine the optimal set of tensions at a given pose, and the upper control loop will use this tension distribution scheme.
We have considered two simulation cases. In the first one, there is no error on the measurements of l 0 and on the stiffness of the cables. In the second case, we add a random error on l In the first case, the maximal positioning error on the trajectory is 0.02275 mm with a mean value of 0.36610 −2 . In the second case, the maximal error is 5.75 mm with a mean value of 1.04 (see Fig. 6 ). Hence, it may be seen that the uncertainties on the stiffness and length measurement have a relatively low influence on the positioning accuracy, The situation is quite different for the tensions in the cables. Without uncertainties, the maximal difference between the cable tensions and the optimal one over all cables is 0.000221 N with a mean value of 0.0001 N. With uncertainties, the maximal difference is 0.4844 N with a mean value of 0.28097 N: in percentage of the optimal tension, the maximal difference is 140.13% and the mean value is 72.85%. Fig. 7 presents tension of cable 1 together with its optimal tension during the first 3 s of the trajectory. It may be seen that a perfect knowledge of the cable stiffness allows us to follow accurately the optimal tension. But as soon as the real stiffness differs by a relatively small amount from the assumed one, the cable tension oscillates between slack state and under tension. Over the trajectory, there is 777 CC changes and 27 different CC exist (one with eight cables, seven with seven cables, 16 with six cables, and three with five cables).
XVIII. DISCUSSION AND EXPERIMENTS
The simulation results explain the behavior of the CDPR that has been observed on numerous prototypes.
1) The positioning errors are relatively low even for a very large scale CDPR: we benefit here from the intrinsic quality of parallel robots, and the influence of discretetime control is very moderate. 2) On the other hand, there may be drastic changes in the cable tensions that are induced by the discrete-time nature of the controller. Such changes may be explained by the relatively high stiffness of the cables usually used in the CDPR: very small changes in the cable lengths, that will have almost no influence on the positioning, may severely change the cable tensions. An experimental check of our results is difficult as measuring cable tension is extremely difficult: force measurement is extremely noisy even in a steady state, and the measurement of a force sensor located at the B point will be influenced by several factors (platform motion, cable vibrations and mass, mechanical noise of the actuation, etc.) besides the pure effect of tension. Furthermore, the tension changes due to CC changes may be at high frequency so that they will be difficult to observe. Damping of the cable material may also reduce the amount of tension change.
However, the test trajectory has been experimented with the LIRMM prototype. In this CDPR, there is no direct tension measurement, but the motor torques are recorded, and the cables that are used are neither nondeformable or pure elastic as they are submitted to sagging. However, the torque records for the test trajectory that are presented in Fig. 8 show that some motor torques may get very low, and their timing is consistent with our simulation.
XIX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered a CDPR with perfectly known geometry and nondeformable or elastic cables, which has to follow a known trajectory. We have introduced the concept of a CC as the set of cables under tension. Finding the CC at any time on the trajectory is required to calculate the platform pose and the cable tensions, as this is necessary for determining what are the valid equations of the DK. We have exhibited a full-scale simulation algorithm that takes into account all elements of the CDPR system and is able to determine, in a guaranteed way, the full state of the CDPR at any time. We have also shown that this simulation may require a high numerical accuracy that may exceed standard floating point accuracy. We have then shown that discrete-time control has a low effect on positioning accuracy but a high influence on cable tensions. These changes cannot be identified with continuous-time simulation, although they may significantly modify the maximal cable tensions, which is an important safety factor.
These results raise several issues that should be addressed. 1) There is a lack of high-frequency experimental data regarding cable tensions that may confirm our simulation.
As such measurement may be used for control/safety purposes, there has been numerous attempts for measuring the cable tensions but without significant results. Progress on this issue has to be made. 2) As tension changes occur because of the changes in the CC, shall the control try to manage the CC at all time in order to select the best one? But identifying the CC through measurements is not easy to enforce. A possible better strategy may be to adjust the cable lengths in order to ensure the slackness of cables if necessary. It is also difficult to ensure that CC with less than six cables under tension (implying a loss of controllability) cannot occur. 3) Measurement errors in the cable lengths cannot be been taken into account in a guaranteed way, as it will amount to maintain a graph of all possible states that will exponentially grow, but we conjecture that they will further increase the changes in cable tensions. 4) Cables may present damping that may smooth the changes in cable tensions, but the experimental results do not show clearly this effect. 5) Cable tensions appear to be quite sensitive to the material characteristics of the cables, which are difficult to measure and furthermore are time varying. The autocalibration procedure may have to be designed in order to adjust the estimation of the characteristics over time. 6) The concept of the CC is not valid for sagging cable, as in this case, there is not any slack cable. However, as effective sagging cable models exist, they may be incorporated in our algorithm, but they will increase its complexity (for example, the IK problem may have more than one solution). 7) The computation time of the algorithms is high: typically checking the trajectory presented in the examples requires up to 6 h. Efforts should be made on the theoretical aspect of the analysis (for example, using the inflation procedure [35] to increase the radius of the ball of the Kantorovitch theorem, thereby increasing the time interval step of the algorithm). The use of Maple to ensure the correctness of the result has a very negative influence on the computation time: using the C++ multiprecision arithmetic package such as mpfr may considerably speed up the simulation. Parallel implementation may also be considered.
APPENDIX INTERVAL ARITHMETIC AND INTERVAL ANALYSIS
Consider a function f of m variables X = {x 1 , . . . , x m } that are subjected to lie within some known ranges (this constraint allows one to define a box in the unknowns m-dimensional space and X has to belong to this box). A classical problem is to find the minimum f min and the maximum f max of f over a given box. Interval arithmetic is a simple way to solve this problem. Basically, it consists in substituting the variables by their ranges and calculating a range for f by using interval equivalent for each mathematical operator in f . More precisely, if B is a box, then interval arithmetic provides an interval evaluation of f over B as a range [U, V ] such that, for all X ∈ B, we have
and consequently U ≤ f min and f max ≤ V . Interval arithmetic evaluation is usually fast and has a major advantage: it may be implemented in such a way that numerical round-off errors are also taken into account so that even calculated with a computer the values of U, V are guaranteed to satisfy (13) . But interval arithmetic has also a drawback: overestimation, which means that U may be lower than f min and/or V may be larger than f max . However, the differences |U − f min |, |V − f max | decreases with the volume of B. Furthermore, there are methods that allows one to obtain sharper estimations for U, V for a given box. Interval analysis is based on interval arithmetic with the purpose of performing system analysis. In this paper, interval analysis is used mostly for solving square system f (X) = 0 of almost arbitrary equations whenever one is looking at solutions that are constrained to lie within a box, called the search box. The most simple solving algorithm uses the property that if the interval evaluation of f over a box B has at least one of its elements such that U > 0 or V < 0, then f cannot cancel on B. The principle of the algorithm is that any box B for which for all elements of f we have U < 0 and V > 0 is bisected into two boxes B 1 , B 2 such that B = B 1 ∪ B 2 . These boxes are stored in a list, and all boxes in this list are processed in the same manner until the list is empty. Boxes for which the interval evaluation of at least one element of f verify U > 0 or V < 0 are discarded from the list. A solution is supposed to be found if the volume of the corresponding box is lower than a small threshold, and the box is removed from the list. This process is guaranteed to provide a box for all solutions. But a box may include several solutions and conversely a solution box may not include a solution. Fortunately, there are methods, based for example on the Kantorovitch theorem, that will guarantee that there is a single solution in each solution boxes and provides a mean to calculate it. A drawback of interval analysis is that it can be computer intensive, but, in our case, the volume of the search box is usually very small.
